
 
 

BUILDING BRIDGES ELECTS SNELL & WILMER ASSOCIATE 
RACHEL M. LYNN TO BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

 
DENVER (June 20, 2018) – Snell & Wilmer is pleased to announce that Rachel M. Lynn, 
associate in the firm’s Denver office, has been elected to the Building Bridges Board of 
Directors. Building Bridges is a local non-profit that equips young people with the 
communication and leadership skills necessary to transform divisive attitudes in their 
communities. As a member of its Board of Directors, Lynn will provide direction and oversight of 
the organization’s growth and development.  
 
"Building Bridges has an exciting plan to create a more just and inclusive world,” said Lynn. “It is 
an honor to participate in an organization that works to instill new perspectives in our 
communities to break cycles of violence fueled by discrimination.” 

 
Founded in 1994, Building Bridges teaches new perspectives through 
skill-building sessions, as well as experiential, outdoor, and creative 
play workshops. The activities are designed to expose youth to seven 
social building blocks: identity; integration; socialization; perspective; 
gender lens; communication; and leadership development.  
 
In her legal practice, Lynn focuses on corporate and securities matters. 
She represents businesses that need assistance with Securities 
Exchange Commission (SEC) reporting and corporate governance, 
corporate organization, mergers and acquisitions, public and private securities offers, venture 
capital financing, fund formation, and franchising and distribution. 
 
About Snell & Wilmer 
Founded in 1938, Snell & Wilmer is a full-service business law firm with more than 400 
attorneys practicing in 11 locations throughout the United States and in Mexico, including Salt 
Lake City, Utah; Phoenix and Tucson, Arizona; Los Angeles and Orange County, California; 
Denver, Colorado; Washington, D.C.; Las Vegas and Reno, Nevada; Albuquerque, New 
Mexico; and Los Cabos, Mexico. The firm represents clients ranging from large, publicly traded 
corporations to small businesses, individuals and entrepreneurs. For more information, visit 
www.swlaw.com.  
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